CAMS® Enterprise Update Release 14.3.2

Revision Date: 06/26/2013

This document describes the items that are being deployed in the 14.3.2 CAMS Enterprise Update Release. Enhancements, modifications, and system corrections are included and are categorized primarily by module. Those items needing CAMS Manager attention have been noted as such. For additional, detailed information and instructions on the functionality additions and changes, refer to the online help files located directly in the CAMS Enterprise application and/or the updated PDF manuals which can be downloaded from the CAMS Community Website. Note that portal updates are not automatically installed on your site and must be applied by your institution.

General

1. IE 10 was incorrectly displaying the gradient and text colors on the main CAMS Enterprise window and all the Find windows. Background and text colors now display correctly in all versions of Internet Explorer.

Admissions

1. Three new fields for the upcoming ASI (Alberta Student Initiative) Report have been added to the State Reporting window in Student Admissions Information >More tab. The new fields are: Aboriginal Indicator, Last Institution Type, and ASN Verified Flag.

2. A High School Transcript button and grid have been added to the Prospect Maintenance >More tab. This information is imported via Apply Alberta. The grid is read-only; records cannot be added or updated from the CAMS user interface.

3. Prospect Maintenance has been enhanced by adding Resident Country to the Other tab.

4. On the Student BYOR Report Scores tab, when a “From” field was three or less digits and the corresponding “To” field was four digits, clicking the Print button on the Reports tab resulted in the values of the two fields being transposed thus causing inaccurate report data. The numbers are no longer transposed; in addition CAMS now ensures that “From” fields are not entered as a greater value than the “To” field.
Registration

1. Two new fields for the upcoming ASI (Alberta Student Initiative) Report have been added to Student Programs for Term in Student Status. The new fields are: Qualified Flag and Offered Admissions Flag.

2. Withdrawn students were displaying for attendance entry in Registration >Attendance >Data Entry Range. Withdrawn students no longer display for attendance entry.

3. When refunding Insurance Fees a 100% refund was credited at all times even when the fee was set as pro-rated and the 100% refund was past when the student withdrew. All pro-rated fees are now correctly refunded.

4. Using Standard Full-Time Billing Mode, when a student was initially registered for courses in multiple Cost Centers CAMS was not correctly refunding the overload hourly fee after dropping courses that were not in the student’s primary Cost Center. These overload fees are now correctly refunded.

Financial Aid

1. Financial Aid Setup has been enhanced to accommodate potential changes to Yearly COD Parameters within an Award Year. Multiple Yearly COD Parameter entries may now be created in Award Reference Setup using differing distribution dates. Student records linked to that Academic Year/Award that fall within the defined distribution date range may be updated in mass from within the Yearly COD Parameter detail.

2. Labeling has been changed to more accurately reflect the DL Counseling record types in the COD section of the Financial Aid Maintenance Status tab. Exit Counseling has been added to the Counseling Type drop-down in the detail window.

3. Update 14.3.0 introduced an issue where Award Status, Credit Status, Code 1 and Code 2 fields did not save changes when changed via Quick Awards. All fields may now be changed for non-COD awards through the Quick Awards module.
Tools

1. COD Import has been enhanced to allow the import of DL Entrance Counseling types that have the same Counseling Sequence Number as long as the types have a different counseling type.

2. COD Export has been enhanced to meet the DOE requirements that the Ability to Benefit Code is included for all students on the COD Export files. Additionally, CAMS will now import this field from the ISIR record when using the ISIR Direct import.

3. When exporting a large number of Awards/Students in COD Export, a timeout or deadlock error could occur causing the export to fail. Exporting large numbers of Awards/Students will no longer cause a time out issue.